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ways of dying naked in mexico city

shut the fuck up and listen to ocean’s voice whisper secrets of earth and sky
leave poems on doorsteps. leave poems next to the toilet. leave poems on
the back of your head. leave poems in your chest hair. leave poems on the
dresser in your mother’s room. leave poems in her boots. leave poems on
the counter at target. leave poems in wool hats. leave poems on 9th avenue.
leave poems to blow in winter wind. how many poems can be left behind.
leave poems behind. leave poems on the apex of a mountain. leave poems
on the moon. leave poems in the back of a pickup truck. leave poems up
your sleeve. leave poems under your arms. leave poems in an ocean’s ebb.
leave poems on avenue of americas. leave poems with your rabbi. leave
poems with your pastor. leave poems on a bench next to an elderly woman
in a navy pantsuit. leave poems under a garbage bag. leave poems at high
altitudes where ears pop. leave poems cut up on the computer desk. leave
poems behind your ears. leave poems behind my ears. leave poems up your
ass. leave poems behind. leave poems in a yawn. leave poems in an old
lady’s hand bag. leave poems in a cup of chicken noodle soup. leave poems
on a dock. leave poems in a beard. leave poems in a beak. leave poems in
norwood bronx. leave poems in borough park. leave poems at the vatican.
leave poems in your sleep. close your eyes and dream. lust poems. love
poems. cut off your arm and put’em in a grinder poems. leave poems in a
snore. leave poems on your spine.
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Glimpse
I look through eyes of the dead and see a million suns shine like a spear of
summer grass
wrapped delicately in the handkerchief of a runaway
slave

Just past a sharp-peaked farmhouse
standing at the edge of an ivory marsh
gurgles cackles screams weeps
dusk fog float above winter
wolves with dilated nostrils
grains of sand in eyes
below Jupiter’s moons
left to starve
at harvest-time
on the 4th of July
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who wants to live forever?
ask the king’s court jester—
cardboard cutout of queen
tiara made of popcorn bucket
soaked in english rain
raindrops laugh as drips
paint both corners
of a frown
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ways of dying naked in mexico city
there was a junky on the road holding a book of longings. the
version of a funhouse where email demons maliciously swing
electrical wires & taxis run rampant through the streets. learn
the ego & the mechanisms of spliffs in ventimiglia. the eyes of
the world were bound shut after a fellowship of meteoric flowers
joined the planets in perpetual groove. how lucky we are to have
chills & human emotion driving through albuquerque. a bounce
of a washer shined like a knight, an inseparable teacher & a poet.
the stranger engaged in recognizing saints is dead to the world.
late night talks with the vampire lestat, neil young, marlon brando
& pocahontas till one of us fell asleep. dreams of richard the
third & plato on desert terrain run with the cure to dark places:
an alleyway. a basement. a casket. seasons of snow are served in
hell. on the color of lunch, go ask rimbaud how to fly. an
everlasting bell tolls during dreamscapes of the two towers.
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screams can’t be heard from the silt deposits
a tugboat moan
amid atlantic fog
				
				
				

echo
down
coast

swim by a lighthouse
sea grey shark fin
cramp sinks in
crimson tides
kept at bay
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reasons not to swim at night
in a cardboard box near the beach’s massive stones rests empty
bottles of sugar cane soda or 30 cents for the weekly bottle
collector with filth ridden dingy fingernails. ruined vacation in
malibu when being stoned pointed toward faltered moments of
erectile dysfunction from a whisky weekend. the wafting
cartoon sound effect of a car accident from the expressway has a
delicate decrescendo of a stone smashing the bay parlor window.
a woman’s umbrella tore at the keystone and raged from her
hands in command with a bellow of wind echoing the unvoiced
boulevard. standing in front of the pacific ocean piercing stones
through water looking for clues from ripples like small
brushstrokes in the painting van gogh made a few days before he
died. flushed the toilet before zipping then quickly clench the
gut where stones force sharp pain. wake in den amidst clouds and
an early Stones melody though can’t remember which one.
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fish out of water
hide face
with Red Wagon
		
read words
about Alice
things to do
in providence
television & ophelia
tiptoe through
		
R train
linked cab door
slams shut
on pinky finger
her head turns
of faux ginger

locks

					we are now 			
					
separated
					
by black tunnels
					
parallel & crossing
									
					
Brooklyn
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Boys and Girls in America
		

for Jack Kerouac

Isn’t it true that you start your life a sweet child, believing in everything
under your father’s roof? Took off his oversized smoking jacket & penny
loafers and went to burn trees in Prospect Park with friends. Spoke about
god and dust and space and how plants work, especially the one we burn.
Gained some new thoughts. We fumed and screamed in our metropolitan
nook, mad drunken Americans in the mighty land. Let us go far away from
the metropolis cesspool. The verdure of the park is closest we come to
nature without leaving home. Seek New England’s terrain. Listen to The
Hold Steady’s Boys and Girls in America. Had such a sad time together the
night we got locked up.
Singing 90’s alternative rock tunes. Raised voices echo from the woods
every youthful summer. We were in the concrete jungles of America and all
we could do was yell fuck across the night. Then a complete silence fell over
everybody. Staring at starless skies when the batteries killed the sound &
the cricket symphony started to play Festival Overture in E flat major. Kiss
me. And for just a moment I had reached the point of ecstasy that I always
wanted to reach. Blew smoke in her face to show I care. Recite songs from
our preschool days to fill the air with somethin’ besides dope and smog.
There is still a nontoxic hope.
Search for the mythos hiding inside my chest cavity using surgical
exploratory tools: the road, scalpel, a few of dollars and the never ending
dream of her. What’s your road, man? Do you have the balls to pick up and
go? Remember her warm body. Here I am the child of the American rock
night.
When the sun goes down on Lookout Point and I sit on the old brokendown bench outside the woods watching the long, long skies over Brooklyn
and sense all that industrial land that rolls in one unbelievable huge bulge
over the East Coast, and all that road going, and all the people dreaming
in the immensity of it... tonight the stars won’t be out again, and don’t you
know that God is Bugs Bunny?
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on glossy wires artistically bent
the retail value of an arm is $17.95, on sale this week only. the
value drops when the heart gets weaker, the time between lub and
dub increase. installation of antivirus software to protect from flu,
varicella zoster, hiv. rub my belly not my dick. acid hits
illuminates world’s spin, shape and shadow. pause play again and
pause and. grape vines in back yard grow along chain link fence,
pick them when granddaddy says not to. swept away on a steep
hill during the final years in prussia. he writes notes to old war
buddies on cocktail napkins, and when patrick finds them at the
end of the night, he saves them — after 17 years of this, he writes
a book entitled lost and found in vietnam. the face seen in the
mirror embodies rome. superstitious. eat a black cat. walk through
ladders.
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Paranoia
		
A bell rings and reminds me of church
		
When was the last time I was in a church for church?
									
					
not a reading
					
not a funeral
					
not a forced holiday
					
will I ever go back?

On a wooden bench with a flimsy back
I am sitting next to four Asian girls, no
Young women
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, I can’t tell
They all look like sisters
Yelling at each other –
A flock of birds exotically chirping
The cute one leans against the metal rail
Pink sunglasses matching her dress
I pretend I understand the conversation:				
Take a picture
Take a picture
Smile Beverley
CHEESE!
Where’d you get those shades, girl?
That dress makes your butt look big
Hey guys, let’s get outta here
Look at this creep staring at us
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Shot in the Dark
Speak to me

Stare at me

and it sounds like white noise.

and all I see is white light.

				
				
				

Yea, I saw her stop dancing with you
When she realized
That was cum on your pants
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Something That Spirals
a web is weaved out of stone & oak
				

		

		

peephole protection from the 5th

saw a varmint under my soup bowl
			
drinkin’ from a straw

led in an orderly fashion
rational numbers
		
in
		
single
		
file
to an external place
above a mountain of mist

Wake up. Detach from machine, he said. Unplug wire from outlet. Can’t
ya see the smoke? Or even smell the air? It’s in the air, damn it! & all we
are is chemical reactions. Recede microchip embedded under stratum
spinosum with a slipknife, a friend’s present on 18th birthday. Installation
of macrochip in new age implant earth fire wind water. Left is messiah’s
messages on autoplay behind auditory meatus to prevent from ototoxicity.
Right when I thought Freedom was my name— I remembered it was
Nexus 786665-8.0
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shades of the fall & winter
surround human anatomy
crucifixion under a self portrait
				
of van gogh
eyes like an empty
poland spring
a dried up apricot at the edge of dinner table
						
				 					
					
scraps around garbage can
cotton swab mice and a prosthetic
			forearm
			

do you ever take notice of people’s heads?

Out in the wheat fields, “Mack the Finger” came to me and said “I got forty
red, white and blue shoe strings & a thousand telephones that don’t ring.
Do you know where I can get rid of these things?” I told him “yes I think it
could be easily done. Just take everything down to Highway 61.
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cherry patches fall
over bite of
a freshly shorn puppy

					

man’s best friend

glass edge
of
cervix
scratches embedded over time
teeth clench
blood is shed
spilt
over lips

Along Oyster Bay
frog croak on lily pad with case of chlorosis. So when you hear a car crash
don’t forget about the dead man’s mother or daughter or son. Living room
full of blood pools.
Dusty carpet.
Crapped pants.
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there is rotation of
a mechanism in leg
that provides
		
straight gait
								
								
awake

under

		
dawn smoke
								
				
dropped
									
									
									
						
from facial 		
					
		
		
				
fossa

&
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When Eyes and Mind Collide, When Do You Find The
Time To Sing?
How does she stay young as time goes by
Would you like to have a wedding on a golf course or a submarine
Must leaves of brown and marigold fall during autumn
Why piss down a playground slide, where teens light up, bark, sip suds,
pyro flames of 4th a July in a garbage can
Why blister and bleed
Wonder and wander along 13th Avenue as the long beards pass with wives
in wigs and I ask myself how can we be brainwashed so easily
Is money a real substance
Does water drip through the ceiling cracks
Why have a license to drive when everyone on the road sucks anyway
Recall the times I stole as a kid, and I can’t explain what made me do it then
and why I don’t do it now
How do the citizens of New York City ride the subway without
acknowledging we are individuals with stories, not just ants going
to work, school or score
Why does the blonde girl in front of me sniffle consistently – coke or cold
Does the man with the large gold cross of Jesus live and love in his name
Why do we assume beautiful people to be whores
Why are we hypocrites
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When did you lose faith in God
Why are the doors locked for fire safety
Why do I smoke a shit ton of weed and function normally,
yet the government makes it illegal
How do we improve society, can we make a change or is it all government
bullshit
Why do people come to America and not learn English, ever
Why do I complain so much
Why is the peanut butter not in the cupboard
Why does the guy on the train smell like a urinal at a Danzig concert
Why is the social standard for men to fuck as much as possible, though
when a woman gets it on once, she’s a slut
Why do I have a blank space where my mind should be
Has anybody seen my dagger
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Is littering considered a sport in New York
Do paint chips peel from your rib cage
What is baseball
Have you ever peeked through the blinds
Why do opposite sexes pee differently
Where do I insert the microchip
What happened to you
Why eat meat
How did you learn to read these words
Why is chlorophyll green and not red, white or blue
What the fuck are poems anyway
Why are we full of –ists and –isms
Why don’t we try a little more
Why isn’t every hour happy hour
Remember when I had hair
What size shoe do you wear
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How Much Longer Will I Be Able To Inhabit The Divine?
Dear Ted,
hello
Its 8:30 p.m in New York,
& the architecture
in book of music has
straight lines & space
upon corners
of your structured tomb
Weave among incidents
of fire
of warmth
of hands
of growth
of dance
still they mean something else
& I ask myself,
			
why
			
are my
hands shaking?
Dear Ted,
its 5:15 a.m.
Back in the books I read
are sleeping fragments of the sky
bright grey turning green
wind giving presence to fragments
of the sun coming up over Navy Yard
In New York,
I’ve been running around all day
in a room that I room in
to read scotch-tape bodies
lined up in a textbook
bodies still alive
		
& I remember Clown
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Kitchen
I remember
as a boy
clank of
pantry shelf
above
wooden spoon
brown
splintered
& bruised
grape kool-aid
in red jug
next to rinsed
plastic cups
cubes from
ice chest
to cool
things down
under
dinner table
sipped
as slow
as possible
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drinking from a bottle of skeletons in the closet
i found you wandering through washington square park with
grass stains on your knees. i found you passed out in the closet of
your bedroom next to an empty bottle of rum. i found you
meandering the highline as the sun set over new jersey. i found
you at the bar nose deep in the bottom of a margarita glass
searching for the worm that is really at the bottom of a tequila
bottle not a fruity frozen cocktail. i found you in his apartment
sleeping naked in his grasp and both of you had after sex smiles
on your phony innocent faces with no cares or responsibilities or
worries until you wake up to find me in the kitchen making a ham
sandwich with a rather large kitchen knife. i found you seducing
a cop at the st. patrick’s day parade and he didn’t lock you up
after he discovered the small package you dropped when
scrambling through your purse for your id because he felt
sympathy for your mascara raccoon eyes that made you look like
an abused wife but to me the loser of boxing match. i found you
at the 14th street train station in front of a metrocard machine
kicking and banging your head against the hunk of quasi
intelligent metal yelling give me my fucking money you piece of
shit so I wrapped my arms around you as tight as I could and
whispered in your ear to calm down and I squeezed tighter I
squeezed tighter I held on as tight as I could until you finally
escaped through a trap door and vanished.
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Beneath a Bucket in an Arizona Desert
sequestered shadow burns
where you stand
now 				
into threshold

slide

breakout of hives on chest integument
all over like high fructose bloodstream
all wet like plummet off waterfall
all red like ego in the heart of a bull
tip toe past wall of vine
enter holy well
		
& take long sip
from bucket
			

all brain could taste

				
until birth of sandstorm inseminated
			
cacti tidal waves
				
rip
				
like old moccasins against skin
find formula of lost Big Mountain recoiled
like a snake versus boar
like a snake versus mesa
like a snake versus Hopi
									
				
reach into pavement 		
		
			
& prevent palpitations
				
to the indigenous artichoke
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Through the Foggy Window I See a World of Liberty
Wind flows at different speeds in a soft world than in a hard world.
But in a soft world I sit around with a record player, Sarah, the
dog and our coming child. $ is not an issue. No bills. Sunny day
and you can still have fun in the rain. No guns and genocide. Weed
is legal, portrayed positively on CNN. Everyone loves each other.
Dinosaurs are dead in a hard world, and I make the best of
consumerism and racism. In a soft world I have no back pain, so
here I sit in a subway car at 5 a.m. sipping cold coffee in a hard
world.
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I Knew I Loved You Before I Met You
1.
better than any fresh fish
gafilta

tuna
		tilapia
caught in a net at sea
by an asian man
smoking an unfiltered
we found each other
swimming
at the bottom of a coral reef
hungry munching
on some seaweed
from a savage garden
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2.
clock
hands
never
stop
turning
before you left for work
I saw in the window pane
of your glasses
the need for more
windshield wiper fluid
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Life of the Hill People as They Teach About My Body
Islands motionless living sight fleeces ever so many vessels
arriving at the certainty of others. The quick fifty years approach
current slow-wheeling generations though I stood my body clear
loud meanness frivolously on the streets of Manhatta. Storehouses
dimmer and dimmer by the docks, a ferry boat along the
adulterous wish glares into the night. People sometimes flesh
against us. My body approaches them. The scores, the days, the
crowds, have me now. Curious, yet never told them a word. Wait
curious brain! Now or henceforth thirsting eyes lighten questions
of a red and yellow face. Belated from a shape that clasp the sunlit
water, bodies of those throb through me.
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Prokaryote
empty shell of skin wanders south station
				
haunting smell of bricks
					
crunch your teeth on palate
shattered mouth
pill bottles
		
vodka bottles		
			
faded ink arms
sometimes the best place to hide is right out in the open
like intercepting a prank phone call
					
					
					

swear this has to be her
a poet’s poet
one who puts out

she never listened to a word I said
nothing more than a line in a little black book
a dagger 		
ooze

jig the skin
twist

break open cytoplasmic reticulum
shout

grasp

please
				

just don’t puncture yourself
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lungs

Turning the Corner; or Senses
Lights on pavilion
awning remind me of
being a kid
in prospect park
scrapes on knees
tears
laughter
keg parties
hot dog carts
Sweat Dog
slow cops
falling deeper in love with nothing,
actually non productivity,
no,
just being stoned.
Recall
a lake lasts a life
time spans synthesis
& all kinds of shit happens…
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What Happened in Apartment 4A?
The mind is full of boiled blood rushing against concentration from having
to start from scratch.
Observe late night vehicles riding Prospect Expressway– can’t tell what
models or makes only in each car truck or bus is a life or lives residing in
New York for a moment or a lifetime, a human being driving the vehicle
could be with companions, him her or they may pay bills, were birthed into
the physical world Earth along with a pet, a cat or bird but probably a brown
pudelpointer named Mitch.
Dead Christmas lights border round algae incrusted pool in late September.
After Mr. Mahoney’s class, sequences of déjà vu in the schoolyard:
			
“I be twistin’ in the mornin’ twistin’
				
in the evenin’ twistin’ afta suppa
				
time” Frankie always sang with a
				
melody before lighting up the
				
dipped cigarette. “Shut up ya 		
			
burnout, hu huh” Ricky always
				
responded, as they leaned perched
				
against the brick wall under the
				
black staircase to the caf. Dustheads.
A kindergarten classroom loaded with noisy children and nontoxic paint of
all colors leaves Carlos a mess of fingerprints after 3 p.m.
Quickly drive past a mangled black PT Cruiser, reminder of dead water
bugs on back in the basement.
The subway on the corner – a ride to the city with a tuna sandwich covered
in red onion and sweet peppers.
The dark clouds reign over frigid New York City on Halloween but there is a
drought in the Northeast.
A tribesman clad in regalia of eagle feathers and beaded buckskins walks
along Route 17.
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Sermons on Parkside consisted of 40’s, stuffed vanilla dutchies and
bullshit.
Sift through ashes of a lost home in search for portrait of a dead brother.
Computers take on roles of functioning human beings. Pay a onetime fee
rather than weekly.
Stare across Flatbush Avenue a man in overalls & orange hardhat makes
eye contact with me as he rides the workman elevator up a cobalt protective
wall of developing condos.
“The guy and girl in apartment 4A both wear black nail polish”
			

“Do you think they do each others nails?”

I think she was a Scottish woman (disgruntled wrinkly forehead, ball ended
nose and fiery red hair with matching cheeks) who rode a bike in a knee
length skirt and I wonder how comfortable that is.
The upheaval on 10th Avenue from a brawl last night spilled alcohol infused
blood on the old gum and sparkle filled cracked cement sidewalks.
On the R train the girl with a red backpack had grass stains on the knees of
her dark blue jeans and the brown haired boy with a 3-inch scar on his lip
shared a brown-bagged drink with her.
Crates of jazz and classic rock albums collect dust in the closet.
Jury Duty letter goes directly into the shredder.
Thump sound from a phantom black zooming by shook the ground and
probably deafened the woman walking her golden retriever.
This was not the same boardwalk as today. After World War II the
boardwalk slowly, but inevitably, started to decay. Between the post war
effects – an intense rise in drugs, gangs and violence – it was bound
to happen. Coney Island was once a resort where families went to
vacation, bond and love, during a time when decent moral values were
supplementary.
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A starfish in the aquarium plays possum.
The decorative spike of the picket fence pierced little Nicky’s hand amid a
game of manhunt.
“The door knob is such a sophisticated vention.”
The radiator was as cold as her feet when he woke on Valentine’s Day
morning.
Red and white tower resembling a mini Eifel with grey satellites controlling
god knows what was around in the 1960’s and still stands strong.
Standing outside of McDonalds begging for change or working the subway
probably pays way better than minimum wage.
The cabin had methodical wooden interior corresponded with the chestnut
colored tiles that scattered the floor like a perfectly knit quilt.
The August heat was rising ferociously as we walked through the forest,
trying to dodge the patches of poison ivy. The five of us were surrounded
by wilderness; a wide array of trees and bushes, with a man-made worn in
dirt path guiding us to our destination. The land became more and more
eroded; a hill that gets steeper and steeper, and the more you walk, the
more you feel it in your calves. We kept journeying the hill, passing all the
assorted plant life till we reached our goal.
A young man hopped on the subway track and grabbed a five dollar bill. Is
the risk really worth a five?
Piss in a phone booth on 42nd street and get a ticket from an undercover
officer.
Light of the fire slowly burns out as the sun creeps up the next morning.
Tupperware has grease stains from Spanish steak and rice with red sauce.
The handshake is clammy.
Door bell rings— out the foyer window, Jehovah Witnesses gather around
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the neighboring homes.
A glass of water and back to cozy bed.
Bag of disheveled crayons from childhood sits on a shelf.
Parlor filled with plastic coated furiture, a grandfather tells childhood
stories to the children as the adults drink coffee and smoke cigarettes in the
dining room.
Hawks fly above the tree tops and one darts towards Earth, only to rise back,
joining the flock holding a rat or squirrel in its talons.
A Stapler with Brooklyn Union Gas printed on it is two decades old.
Antelopes run from hunters after the first shot is fired.
Addidas tennis shoes with holes in them are used for fishing.
Some asshole threw a ham sandwich out his car window and hit a bike
while riding on the side of the expressway.
Lying on the cold floor printed on computer paper is 3 Pages by Ted
Berrigan.
Leaning against the cold fence staring out into the familiar scene, I was
admiring the orange and purple war going on in the sky. I’ll never forget
that image. It was the last innocent image I remember seeing. To this day,
every time I see that war I cry.
The voice in the f.m. radio at 2 a.m. enables me to create a face for him:
sixty two, white wrinkly forehead, silver hair, wear and tear gut from years
of drinking and blow. He loves Cream, Allmans and Skynard. He prefers the
late shift cause he can get away with boozing on the job.
“Cheers Ladies and Germs, here is one of my faves”
									
						in a white room…
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Last Poem
I told you I ain’t goin’ nowhere
Left droppings on your doorstep to prove how serious I am
Gusts of wind whisper about grave robbers & treasure at a funeral
		

Left behind empty drawer & three cotton tees

				
			
Lost horizon fell under weeps of Jupiter
				

A pelican’s innards on the windshield

Connect words like dots in kindergarten
						

Don’t howl child

I am oatmeal
		
			 grits
							 		
					
champagne

6 oz. flask of rocket fuel
						one last guzzle
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greenwood
a wave of skeletons
sweep dust from the unfiltered nightlight
above greenwood
a flick of the trachea to ease
			
swollen occipital lobe
one last cigarette
		
sip smoke
forget to breathe again
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Giuseppe Infante is directing us to poem; in fact, he instructs us where to leave them.
*”leave poems in a yawn/leave poems on the apex of a mountain”* The length of
his lines push the reader into an immediate journey. With Infante, there are always
lessons to be learned: *”learn the ego & the mechanisms of spliffs and ventimiglia”.
*He stares at this world like an ink-smeared camera, noticing the question marks
inside each image he devours. In this collection, Infante is searching, contemplating,
and translating humanity through the weaponry of pen and page.
Aimee Herman
Giuseppe Infante’s new poems are like flashcards lit up by the midnight sun.
Everything is up for grabs, nothing is off limits, and the temperature shifts from
scalding hot to icy cold without warning. All the joy, exuberance and sadness of being
alive is right here--and that’s enough.
Lewis Warsh
There is integrity in the inquiry and celebration enacted by these poems. They resist
simplifications. Infante’s poems are born right on the page and in the street with
great generosity.
Uche Nduka
Giuseppe Infante breathes dream threads of late shift boozing and 2am radio,
informing us that “sometimes the best place to hide is right out in the open.” His
poems combine the urban songs of big city tenements and asphalt highways, leaving
rhythmic imprints on the reader’s imagination. Hypnotic, passionate, and playful,
these poems remind us of how intimate we are with each other and the world
we share. If Ted Berrigan and Richard Pryor had a love child his name would be
Giuseppe Infante.
John Casquarelli

